A novel eftect of alloying on the electron momentum density in a disordered a-Cu91Ge9 alloy is reported. The efrect, which is the appearance of a bump in the derivative spectra at low momenta, is predicted 
Numerous calculations' and measurements of the angular correlation of annihilation radiation in two dimensions (2D-ACAR) in pure Cu have established that the momentum density p(p) within the Fermi surface (FS) in the first Brillouin zone is flat and featureless. This
Letter reports the results of a combined experimental and theoretical study in which we focus on the lowmomentum behavior of p(p) in Cu9tGe9, . we find a new structure in the alloy which is absent in Cu. Because of Fourier-transform properties, p(p) The experimental parameters are summarized in Table I . The appearance of a bump in the lowmomentum region [(0-2) x 10 mcl of the alloy derivative spectrum (lower part of Fig. 1 Fig. 1 shows a peak at about p~= 5.4 and a dip at 8. 1 x 10 mc. The peak is caused by the discontinuity in p(p) at the Fermi surface while the dip stems from the umklapp FS break in the (020) zone (at ap/2m= 1.2 in Fig. 2 ). As expected, both these features become broader in the alloy because of disorder broadening of levels, and, furthermore, the peak and the dip move respectively to higher and lower p~v alues. These movements reflect the increase in the FS dimensions on alloy- (100) and (110) 657.
